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Cuba travel covid



As a student in 2002, I was lucky enough to be part of a small group of Americans who got legal passage to Cuba through a little-known educational way. I couldn't have timed my visit better, because shortly thereafter, the U.S. government implemented a policy change that eliminated the
travel exemption for Cuba. Then Fidel Castro himself invited my group to meet him when we were in Havana. He provided the Cuba Libras and we spoiled him in a six-hour propaganda soapbox before showing him how many American students liked to party. When President Obama
announced the easing of travel restrictions in March, more than a decade after my first visit, I immediately began planning another trip, but not without hesitation. The restrictions that have kept Cuba isolated all these years have also contributed to its extraordinary singularity as a travel
destination. My worries this time? That the increase in U.S. tourism to Cuba would change as a travel destination. Cuba, Then and Now imagine a place where technology didn't get much further than 1959. Sure, there's spotty internet in a few areas, but the government only gives access to
state-approved sites. Facebook is allowed, YouTube is not. There are no stock markets, no private banks, and no advertising apart from the occasional Socialismo o Muerte (socialism or death) billboards. Freedom of expression, freedom of the press and the right to bear arms are also
many foreign concepts. But those things aside, the Cuba I visited in 2002 is already disappearing. By and large, the biggest difference is that everyone seems to be enlightened. Cuba is on the precipice of great change, and you feel it in the air. In 2002, I had a hard time getting someone to
talk to me on the streets of Havana, especially about the government. This time I found myself chatting with locals about Kim Kardashian and Donald Trump, and everyone was excited to hear about America. Even the taxi drivers were willing and able to share their opinions about Cuba and
its place in the world. There's a lot of hope. But I'm afraid new openness has a price. A changing country I am excited for the people of Cuba about the positive changes that are making their way, but I am also saddened to know that it will not be long before we Americans take advantage of
the situation. How fast to get the whole country starbucked? How long before we infect their happy temperament with our conspicuous consumption? Will we replace their beautiful Spanish colonial architecture with the golden arches? I hope some things about Cuba will never change: their
love of baseball, salsa dancing, music, and art chief under then. But above all I hope that when I come back in another decade or two, I find them still greeting Americans with a big smile-and the kind of resentment that might come along with the Americanization of a fiercely isolated culture.
More from SmarterTravel: It's no secret that the (COVID-19) has taken a toll on almost every person on earth - rising unemployment rates, cities and countries on full lockdown, and planes flying completely empty. Every aspect of normal life is in suspension. The travel industry has been hit
particularly hard. Travelers cancel reservations en masse and ask for refunds, while airlines rely on government subsidies to stay afloat. While there is a resounding negative impact on society, there is one thing that everyone can look forward to, and that is coming out on the other hand and
being able to resume daily activities, especially travel. At the moment there is no set date when we can really travel again - we know we can travel again, but we just don't know when it will return to levels we saw for the virus. Ask each person and you'll get a different story. It is important to
listen to the health care experts when determining when it is safe to go out, and for each individual person, the date when they will be able to hop on a plane may differ from other people. In this post, we explore all the reasons for upcoming trips, and what the experts think about when it will
be safe to travel again. The reasons people have to TravelAmericans are eager to travel this summer, and demand is recovering for airlines as they planes out of storage, and bookings start to rise. Image Credit: G-Stock StudioEr are a lot of different reasons why people need to travel again
in the coming weeks, and those reasons will be different depending on each person's situation. Let's look at some of the main reasons why one might resume their travels. Essential staffFor some, there is no choice but to travel. There are doctors, nurses, and first responders on their way to
the front lines to fight cases of COVID-19 in cities large and small. For these people, they need to get on a plane fast. There are others, such as those responsible for the supply chains of the country's food supply that also play an integral role in keeping society moving and nourished, and
these people may be required to travel as well. Business needsWhile some companies are working from home, in the coming weeks, you'll see businesses slowly transitioning back to the office and back on the road. It won't happen overnight, but as more companies change travel policies to
allow employees to sit on planes and stay in hotels, more companies will follow suit. Lockdowns LiftedDefinitely the best scenario, if lockdowns are lifted and restrictions ease, people may be advised that it is safe to travel, and when that happens demand for hotels and airlines will slowly
build up to pre-coronavirus levels, a process that is expected to take several years. Pre-booked vacationsFor some, they have pre-booked vacations and travel this summer where they may not be able to repay these plans or feel it's safe to do so, as restrictions around the world are lifted.
They are motivated by plans that have already been made plans want to stay as much as possible. Safe travelSome will think that travel is safe, especially when you go to certain regions or countries that are open to tourists and are considered to be at a lower risk than other areas. Ideally,
this is where most travelers would fall over time – the safer they feel, the more they will travel. Hot Tip: Countries around the world have temporarily stopped non-essential travel across their borders due to COVID-19. We dive into what is considered non-essential travel and how new
restrictions will affect us here in the US What the ThinkInternational travel experts are likely to take much longer to recover than domestic travel. Image Credit: photobyphotoboy via ShutterstockWe spoke to 2 experts from different backgrounds about their thoughts on the coronavirus and
when travel will return to normal. Henry Harteveldt, Atmosphere ResearchHenry is President and Travel Industry Analyst at Atmosphere Research, a strategic market research group for the travel world. My last trip was a business trip to London. I returned home on March 6, 2020. I haven't
been on a plane since. When's the next trip you've planned? I haven't planned any trips yet. I'd like to visit my brother and his family east. It's not essential, so I'm not going to make public health officials feel it's safe for us to travel again. When is it safe to travel again? For us to travel again
will need 2 things: trust and money. Trust, because fear and trust will reign our emotions after a month or more of being locked up. Confidence that the aviation industry and the travel industry are doing everything they can to protect our health. This goes beyond cleaning – it means
providing health screenings (which, by the way, we will have to pay for, just as we pay for airport security through fees applied to our tickets), respecting guidelines for social distancing, and adjusting how they provide service to us - without using this crisis as an excuse to save costs and
quality. We estimate that between 7% and 17% of pre-pandemic American travelers are unable to travel for at least a year. These are the people who lost their jobs, who have used up their savings and who may have fallen into debt to get through this crisis. And we will not leave the house
without confidence in our ability to get back if the virus needs to spike again and travel restrictions are re-imposed. Henry is one of the most respected analysts in the travel industry, and he is right in every way. People will have to trust that travel is safe again, and trust that government and
health officials correct before venturing out. On the economic side, people will have to afford to travel, because in many cases it is a luxury. Bottom Line: Henry believes that travel will slowly recover over the next 2 years. Unlike many who believe there will be a quick bounce back this
summer, Henry is a little more cautious, especially with international international that will not show signs of recovery until 2021 at the earliest. John Dekker, Surf City Travel LLCJohn owns a travel agency in Long Beach, California, and specializes in luxury travel, working with many famous
clients in the entertainment industry. When was your last trip? 17-24 February 2020 – London and Amsterdam. Grand BA 747-400 in the first class. When's the next trip you've planned? The summer holidays were japan again, but that [was] cancelled. That's why nothing's planned. When is
it safe to travel again? I wish I could answer that question, because I would very much like to work again. This snowball is getting bigger every day heading down that travel hill with no exit in sight. Listening to what needs to happen for customers to fly, cruise, or stay in a hotel, is becoming
unsustainable at a reasonable price. That crammed elevator/lift of a cruise ship could hold only 3 people under the current situation. That hotel room will take at least 3 days to clean completely after use. And all this costs the consumer how much more? John has some very fair points –
while travel will improve, it will also come at a cost to consumers who will have to pay more for cleanings or stick to certain social distancing restrictions. Bottom Line: John is starting to see bookings coming back, slowly but surely. He mainly deals with premium customers, and people start
booking for next year. What our Upgraded Points Team thinksWe have interviewed several members of our Upgraded Points team to see what they think of the return of travel and the results are unique. Chris Hassan, Social Media Manager &amp; Family Travel Contributor Chris's last trip
was in February 2020, and he expects his next trip in late summer will be from Brazil, his home, to New England – a non-essential trip. When asked when he thinks travel is back to normal, he says: I think people will travel if they feel safe. Unfortunately, for some, this can take many months
or even years, especially for people at high risk. Christine Krzyszton, Senior Points Content Contributor Christine Krzyszton returned from Valencia, Spain on March 4, 2020 – now seen as one of the main hotspot countries as recent weeks have progressed. She had to cancel a trip to
Columbia on July 4, 2020 and has a trip to Nairobi in September 2020 that is questionable. On the plus side, she says that once things get better she plans to fly to Arizona to see her son. Of course, none of these trips are essential, but the desire to see family can certainly be important
after so many months of no contact. We asked her when travel will return to normal, and she said, I expect domestic travel to open this summer, then throughout North America. Opening up international travel much longer as countries will have to open their borders to American travelers
and that may take some time. As much as I want to get on the plane tomorrow, safety is a priority. Priority. time too. Travelling with families is likely to take much longer to return to normal levels than travel among individual travelers. Families do not want to be at risk of exposure to small
children while flying or staying in hotels. Image Credit: Katie SeemannChristy Rodriguez, Travel &amp; Finance Content Contributor Christy Rodriguez took her last trip in February 2020, venturing to Egypt and Jordan, and still planning to go to Scotland in August if the health restrictions are
lifted - a trip she booked for the COVID-19 crisis. If her trip to Scotland is cancelled, she plans to make a number of road trips along the west coast in October 2020. Her response to when travel is back to normal reflects the feelings of many Americans. She says: I think inland in the US, we
will start traveling again in June 2020. Internationally I think that in the fall of 2020 for most countries. However, willing to travel? I think this will take a lot longer. I don't think the majority of people will travel internationally until spring 2021. Erin Miller, Content Contributor and Staff
RelationsErin went on her last trip in January 2020 – which at this point, almost seems like an eternity away! She has booked a lot of trips through December to places like England, New York City, Salt Lake City, and St. Louis, but thinks about every trip as it approaches, a great strategy to
take in this uncertain environment. As each month passes, Erin is evaluating whether she should travel the next month, which still leaves some options open for the rest of the year, but allows her to cancel if needed. Most of her trips are non-essential, so she certainly has some flexibility.
When it comes to being able to travel again, Erin thinks that each person's tolerance will be different – there won't be a blanket global opening, and each person will have to determine their risk level and whether travel is worth it to where they plan to get underway. She makes a big point in
saying that much rests on consumer confidence in the industry - if health experts advise that it's safe, and more people are starting to catch planes, it will be a huge boost in helping people decide when they really need to start getting outKey Timing as Travel CvsBusiness travel will be slow
to return , as many large companies have limited employee travel by the end of the year. Even if individual business travelers want to get out, companies themselves won't want to take the risk of sending those people. International demand will not return this year and will begin to see pre-
virus levels by mid-2021 at the earliest. As a result, we will begin to see airlines linking their international offerings, and they may not be willing to start the service to new cities. Domestic travel will be the first to return, but still with a drastically reduced demand before the virus. This summer,
travelers will want to get off and see family they haven't seen and are able to go to activities where there are plenty of opportunities social distance. Road trips will be very popular as they will be considered safer by many travelers. The first people to start travelling regularly will be
holidaymakers who want to go out, take advantage of deals or leave their home areas where they have been quarantined, and small business travellers and independent consultants who are not bound by a large, restrictive business travel policy. Last thoughtsEr is no doubt that there is the
uncertainty of what comes next. However, based on industry trends, and input from our recommended experts and team members, we can safely come to different conclusions. The mode of transport will change. While some Americans prefer to fly earlier, you see some starting to drive,
feeling safer in a private vehicle. People will travel and stay a little closer to home. This summer may not be the time for long, drawn-out trips to far-flung places. Cleaning will be much stricter. No matter where you go or how you get there, you expect your journey to be a lot cleaner along the
way. People will stay together. This summer you will see travelers avoid gathering in large groups for conferences, events and reunions. Instead, they opt for smaller family trips where they know everyone. Most industry experts can agree that people will start venting at different times
depending on their individual circumstances and needs, and this process will be long and drawn out rather than happening in just a few days. There is no doubt that people want to travel all over the world. In the coming months we hope to see some of them return to the sky and that in 2021
things will turn out as they were before spring 2020. 2020.
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